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FOLDABLE HIGH CHAIR INSTRUCTIONS

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USE. 
KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
If you have any questions, email us at 
info@foodiebooster.com or give us a call at
+1 (310) 974-1961.
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It is recommended that the high chair be
used only by children capable of sitting 
upright unassisted.

Prevent serious injury or death from falls 
or sliding out.

Always use the restraint system. Adjust to
fit snugly.

Stay near and watch child during use.

The lap bar is not designed to hold child
in chair.

PLEASE NOTE: An adult caregiver is responsible 
for the safety of the child using the Foodie 
Booster. Operate only as directed by these 
instructions.

UNPACKAGING: The Foodie Booster comes 
preassembled. Carefully remove all packaging 
materials including the small piece of protective 
plastic covering the lap bar. Be sure not to 
damange the fabric restraint system if removing 
packaging materials with something sharp.

OPERATION: To unfold, hold the Foodie Booster 
by the backrest or lap bar. The backrest should 
be closest to you. Rest the back legs on the floor
and place one hand on the backrest and another
hand on the lap bar. Push the lap bar away from

FOR CHILDREN UP TO 35 lbs

you until you hear both safety pins engage. With one hand still on the backrest, give the lap bar 
a light tug towards you to ensure that the safety pins have engaged. Make sure the restraint 
system straps remain on top of the seat and do not get stuck in any parts when unfolding.

Place the unfolded Foodie Booster on a clean level surface at the location that it will be used.
Unbuckle the restraint system by pressing on the plastic button in the center of the quick-release
buckle. Place one leg through each opening under the lap bar. Strap the child in using the
restraint system and adjust the straps to fit snugly. 

To fold, remove the child from the Foodie Booster. Rebuckle the restraint system and tighten to
ensure straps do not interfere with moving parts. Stand behind the Foodie Booster and press
down on both plastic buttons located on either side of the front legs. While holding down on
the buttons, lean the Foodie Booster back so that it is resting on its back legs and push the
front legs towards the back legs. 
  
INSPECTION: Prior to each use, inspect to make sure that the Foodie Booster is clean and that all
parts appear to be undamaged and working properly. Make sure the restraint system straps are 
intact and not fraying and that the warning label is undamaged and fully legible.

STORAGE: Individual Foodie Boosters store vertically against any vertical wall. Make sure the 
backrest with the warning label is facing out and the lap bar is against the wall. If you do not 
wish to store it against a wall, lay it flat on an elevated surface. Please note that the Foodie 
Booster is unable to stand vertically on its own when folded.  

CLEANING: To clean, wipe down with a wet cloth.
  
To order new labels or replacement straps, email us at info@foodiebooster.com or give us a
call at +1 (310) 974-1961.


